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The Placement Cell of Hansraj College has successfully culminated another fruitful year of
placements for the academic session 2019-20. With a remarkable increase in the number of
recruiters and the number of offers made, the session ended on a high note.
The Cell saw participation from several prominent companies including the regular recruiters
like the Big 4, McKinsey & Company, Boston Consulting Group, Bain Capability Network,
DE Shaw and United Airlines. The cell made strenuous efforts throughout the entire year with
an aim to augment the spectrum of corporate companies. The campus drive was an immense
success with 45% of total recruiters visiting the campus for the first time.
From a pool of 214 active applicants, 160 students have been triumphantly placed across
diverse job profiles in Sales & Marketing, Finance, IT, Analyst and various other sectors. The
Cell received the highest salary package of Rs. 20.5 LPA offered by DE Shaw followed by
Futures First, a first-time recruiter, extending out an offer of Rs. 12.4 LPA. The average
package of the batch went up to Rs. 5.7 LPA. The session scaled new heights with 185+ job
offers and an elevated gross package value of more than Rs. 9.7 Crores.
The Cell also witnessed 75% increase in the Off-Campus Opportunities being rolled out,
constantly trying to push the envelope to ensure new opportunities for the students at notable
companies.
‘Edifice’– The Knowledge & Development Centre, organized numerous valuable and
informative sessions to help students ace an interview by making them well prepared. Emphasis
was laid on technical and non-technical pre-placement training required to excel in the whole
recruitment process. In order to verify the legitimacy of the CVs of the students and to ensure
an authentic placement drive, the session began with a competently carried out CV Vetting
process.
A product of competitions spanning across EY Scholarship Challenge, Deloitte Graduate
Maverick, Flipkart Trailblazer and KPMG Business Innovation took place with great
enthusiasm and fervour giving students a significant exposure. The KPMG Ideation Challenge
2020 saw a participation of 650 teams from all over India wherein the team from Hansraj
College was the only one from Delhi University who made it to the National Finals and was
adjourned the National Runner Up. It was a tremendous coup for Hansraj College when two
teams from the institute secured first and third positions in Flipkart Trailblazer-A Business
Case Competition organized by Flipkart, which witnessed participation of 400+ teams from
across 12 colleges of Delhi University.
Even in an already bleak job market wherein the current Covid-19 outbreak has taken a
significant toll on the economy, the Cell observed an impressive increase in the average salary
package, gross package value, off-campus opportunities and the total number of leading
corporates, recruiting a considerable number of students from our campus.
The Cell has been auspiciously growing from strength to strength to achieve the ultimate goal
of getting maximum students placed in globally acclaimed and renowned companies.

